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Advocates, Federal Agencies, and the Education of Children with Disabilities

ELOISE PASACHOFF*

I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this essay is to highlight ways that advocates for children with disabilities can use federal agencies to improve the implementation and enforcement of federal laws protecting children with disabilities in schools—that is, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA),¹ Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,² and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) as it relates to schools.³

Many advocates for children with disabilities, especially the larger national organizations, will likely already be familiar with these possibilities and take advantage of them liberally. At the same time, one can spend a lot of time engaging with the contemporary public conversation about the law surrounding the education of children with disabilities without seeing much about the relevant federal agencies: the Office of Special Education Programs in the Department of Education; the Office for Civil Rights in the Department of Education; and the Civil Rights Division in the Department of Justice. For example, a great deal of the scholarly and advocacy discussion about the enforcement regime for special education law focuses instead on the role of private parties in enforcing the law.⁴ The general consensus is that the law's heavy reliance on private enforcement has led to underenforcement,

especially for poor or otherwise marginalized groups,\(^5\) and especially in light of the Supreme Court's doctrinal cutbacks in both special education law\(^6\) and civil litigation more generally.\(^7\) In turn, this discussion frequently calls for Congress to modify the relevant statutes, especially the IDEA.\(^8\) Where this conversation features the federal agencies, it is often to suggest reforms to their practices,\(^9\) to discuss political or resource limitations on their actions,\(^10\) or to treat them as secondary arenas in which to further national policy as compared to the purportedly more important arenas of Congress and the Supreme Court.\(^11\)

This vision of the relevant enforcement universe can be misleading for advocates who are not currently taking advantage of what the federal agencies can provide. It can also be misleading for students planning to practice in this arena; the leading casebooks, like the trend in the scholarship

---


\(^6\) See, e.g., Arlington Ctr. Sch. Dist. v. Murphy, 548 U.S. 291 (2006) (holding that IDEA does not permit prevailing parents to recover the cost of expert witnesses); Shaffer v. Weast, 546 U.S. 49 (2005) (holding that the burden of proof in a challenge to an Individualized Education Plan lies with the party seeking relief, which in most cases will be the parents).


\(^8\) See, e.g., Colker, supra note 5, at 239–46; Pasachoff, supra note 4, at 1450–61 (describing literature).

\(^9\) See, e.g., Theresa Glennon, Evaluating the Office for Civil Rights' Minority and Special Education Project, in Racial Inequity in Special Education, supra note 5, at 195–217; Pasachoff, supra note 4, at 1481–88.


\(^11\) See generally, e.g., Tiina Itkonen, The Role of Special Education Interest Groups in National Policy (2009).
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and advocacy material, say very little about engagement with federal agencies.12

This essay therefore takes a different tack. Instead of focusing on private enforcement, Congress, the courts, or the limitations of federal agencies, I want to capitalize on what is already possible within the agencies and explain how and why to take these possibilities seriously.

Leveraging what can already be done with the federal agencies is particularly important in the current political climate, where congressional action on any issue is difficult, and action on special education is far from imminent. Congress has been stuck on No Child Left Behind reauthorization since 2007,13 and observers anticipate that Congress will turn to the IDEA (which has been due for reauthorization since 2011)14 only after NCLB reauthorization is complete. At the same time, special education and other disability-related enforcement problems continue. So what can advocates do now, especially in the Obama era of "We can't wait,"15 to use the agencies to advance their goals?

In the three sections that follow, I make the case that there is a lot advocates can do in this regard. I discuss each of the three relevant offices in turn, first describing what each one does, and then suggesting how advocates might consider making the office part of an advocacy strategy, whether by engaging with the process of federal oversight of grant implementation, contributing to the development of agency policy decisions, or getting the agencies involved in particular disputes. After walking through the "what" and the "how" of engaging with these agencies, I turn to the "why," offering in the conclusion to this essay some thoughts on the overall potential value of engaging with the agencies.

I organize this discussion by federal agency rather than by type of legal claim (except to indicate which office oversees which law or laws) for two reasons. First, there are other texts that ably offer a legal primer on the

---

substance of special education law and disability law more generally, the goal (and, I hope, value) of this piece is to provide a guide to agency structure and jurisdiction that will help advocates understand more deeply how to approach each office in any given context. This is why I include organizational charts for each office as appendices to this essay. Just as law students spend time learning about the structure and hierarchy of the judicial system, it is important to spend time understanding the structure and hierarchy of the administrative institutions relevant to the area in which one practices.19

The second reason I organize this discussion by federal office rather than by legal claim is that these agencies, particularly on the Department of Education side, are understudied in the literature on the regulatory state. There is no book on the Department of Education as a regulatory institution, for example, in contrast to some other agencies, and there is little analysis of the Department in the administrative law literature either. While there is

16 See, e.g., COLKER & WATERSTONE, supra note 12; MARK WEBER, SPECIAL EDUCATION LAW AND LITIGATION TREATISE (3d ed. 2008); PETER D. WRIGHT & PAMELA DARR WRIGHT, SPECIAL EDUCATION LAW (2d ed. 2007).

17 See, e.g., SAMUEL BAGENSTOS, DISABILITY RIGHTS LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS (2d ed. 2013).

18 See generally, e.g., DANIEL JOHN MEADOR & GREGORY MITCHELL, AMERICAN COURTS (3d ed. 2009).


21 Cf. Paul R. Verkuil, What the Return of the Administrative Conference of the United States Means for Administrative Law, 1 MICHL. ENVTL. & ADMIN. L. 17, 25–28 (2012) (stating that "in many ways, environmental law is administrative law," and describing evolution of administrative law's focus from independent agencies to health- and safety-regulating institutions such as the Environmental Protection Agency and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration).
an excellent book on the Department of Justice's Civil Rights Division,22 the book focuses on race discrimination, not disability discrimination, and says little about the Division's interactions with the Department of Education on matters of overlapping interest; that same absence of attention to institutional overlap with the Department of Education is also reflected in the law review literature. This essay is thus part of a broader agenda to conceptualize education law as a regulatory field, in order to expand the conventional understanding of both the field of education law and the workings of the regulatory state more generally.23

II. THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'S OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND THE IDEA

The Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP) is a unit located in the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services (OSERS), which is among the program offices under the authority of the Department of Education's Deputy Secretary.24 OSEP's primary job is to oversee states' implementation of the IDEA.25

OSEP's role in the IDEA enforcement system should not be underplayed. Discussion of the IDEA's dispute resolution system often focuses on the role of parents in protecting their children's rights, and there is something to that; after all, the IDEA provides to parents a private right of action for exactly that purpose.26 Parents and advocates for children with disabilities often approach such actions with a civil rights mindset, treating the IDEA as a civil

24 See infra Exhibit 1 (Organizational Chart of ED), Exhibit 2 (Organizational Chart of OSERS).
rights statute. Unlike the classic civil rights laws, however, the IDEA consists of a series of grant programs to get the states and local school districts to provide certain services. States and districts therefore typically approach the IDEA simply as another federal grant program, like the service-oriented grants under No Child Left Behind (which has no private right of action). Putting the IDEA in the context of grant programs to states helps reorient the conversation to the role of the federal agency in enforcement. Advocates need not give up their civil rights lens in order to see the benefits of engaging with the agency on the terms under which states, districts, and indeed the agency itself see its role.

The IDEA consists of three formula grants and a series of smaller competitive grants. The IDEA's major grant program, often called "Part B" for its placement in the current version of the IDEA's Public Law, is a formula grant to states that mandates certain substantive entitlements and procedural protections for all children with disabilities between the ages of three and twenty-one in exchange for federal financial assistance. This is often the only program that people think about when they think about the IDEA, but although it is the largest grant program—in 2012, Congress

27 See ITKONEN, supra note 11, at 7–8; cf. 20 U.S.C. § 1400(d)(1)(B) (2012) ("The purposes of this chapter are . . . to ensure that the rights of children with disabilities and parents of such children are protected . . . ").


29 See ITKONEN, supra note 11, at 7–8; cf. 20 U.S.C. § 1400(d)(1)(C) (2012) ("The purposes of this chapter are . . . to assist States, localities, educational service agencies, and Federal agencies to provide for the education of all children with disabilities . . . ").


32 See Offices: Welcome to OSEP, U.S. DEPT EDUC., https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/osers/osep/index.html (last modified Mar. 27, 2014) (describing role as providing "leadership and financial support to support states and local districts").

33 Formula grants are available to all states that agree to meet the program's conditions, while competitive grants are not available to all applicants but instead awarded only on the merits of particular grant applications. See, e.g., CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE (CBO), FEDERAL GRANTS TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 14–15 (2013); UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE (GAO), GRANTS TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 4–6 (2012).


funded this grant at $11.5 billion, second in federal education grants only to Title I—it is only one of the IDEA's grant programs. A second formula grant provides a smaller sum of money (approximately $372 million in 2012 for states providing preschool programs for children with disabilities. A third formula grant (around $442 million in 2012) is directed to state services for infants and toddlers with disabilities. Finally, a variety of smaller competitive grants provide particular funding streams either to states or to private non-profit entities to develop state personnel, conduct research in special education, staff parent training and information centers, and engage in other general activities to improve the education of children with disabilities. In 2014, OSEP forecasts awarding funds under twelve such competitive grant programs, ranging in size from $250,000 per awardee to several million dollars per awardee.

Just over 100 people work in OSEP, all located in the Education Department's headquarters in Washington, D.C. OSEP is itself divided into three main offices, all overseen by a Director who reports to the Assistant Secretary at the helm of OSERS. The Program Services Group largely works on matters internal to OSEP—for example, developing and overseeing the office's budget, coordinating internal data analysis and reporting, and providing administrative management support. The two other offices are outward-facing. One of these offices, the Research to Practice Division,
develops and oversees the competitive grants, dividing its work among three
different teams each focused on a different age group of children, as well as a
National Initiatives team focused on more widely applicable projects.47 The
other outward-facing office, the Monitoring and State Improvement Planning
(MSIP) Division, oversees all matters related to the IDEA's formula grants,
including monitoring and providing technical assistance to state grantees.48

Because of the central role the formula grants play in special education
law, and because advocates need to understand the federal role with respect
to the formula grants in order to know how to intervene appropriately, it is
worth spelling out in a little more detail what the MSIP Division does. The
IDEA tasks OSEP with monitoring state oversight of school districts' provision of special education services and compliance with the IDEA's
procedural requirements.49 OSEP's MSIP Division conducts this monitoring
in several ways, including through periodic onsite visits, after which OSEP
issues a letter to each state alerting them to any observed problems.50 In
addition, the IDEA requires each state to have in place a State Performance
Plan approved by OSEP, against which the state must submit an Annual Performance Report for OSEP's review.51

Each year, OSEP reviews all of the information it has about each state,
whether gleaned through its monitoring visits, through its review of the
Annual Performance Reports, or "any other public information made
available,"52 and puts each state into one of four categories: either it "meets
the requirements and purposes" of the IDEA, it "needs assistance," it "needs intervention," or it "needs substantial intervention."53 Each category comes
with a set of statutorily mandated options for OSEP's enforcement, ranging
from the relatively lenient provision of technical assistance to more stringent
actions such as requiring the state to engage in a corrective action plan or
compliance agreement, withholding or seeking to recover a portion of the
state's IDEA funds, referring the matter to the Inspector General for further

47 See id.
48 Id.
investigation, or referring the matter to the Department of Justice for litigation.\textsuperscript{54}

In addition to its monitoring and oversight work, the MSIP Division also participates in the formulation of policy and guidance relevant to IDEA implementation.\textsuperscript{55} For example, OSEP has recently considered what kinds of parental consent requirements should be put in place before an agency may access a parent's public benefits (such as Medicaid) to pay for services required under the IDEA.\textsuperscript{56} Currently pending is a proposed rule explaining how states should calculate local school districts' financial contributions to satisfy the IDEA's requirement that states and districts maintain their own financial efforts in addition to receiving federal IDEA funds.\textsuperscript{57} And over the last few years, OSEP has issued non-regulatory guidance documents providing questions and answers on topics such as using the IDEA's dispute resolution procedures, ensuring the accessibility of instructional material, and conducting evaluations and reevaluations for special education services.\textsuperscript{58}

I have previously argued that Congress ought to authorize OSEP, through the MSIP Division, to take a much stronger role in enforcing Part B of the IDEA in order to combat disparities in the provision of special education services between children whose parents have the resources to advocate vigorously and those whose parents do not.\textsuperscript{59} In particular, I suggested, Congress ought to provide OSEP with authority to require states to collect more data on the special education and related services offered to children in poverty in comparison to their more financially advantaged peers;\textsuperscript{60} to require states to conduct investigations into the quality of special education and related services provided to children in poverty, either in the abstract or in comparison to the quality provided to more financially advantaged children;\textsuperscript{61} and either to withhold funds from states permitting its districts to provide worse special education services to poor children than to


\textsuperscript{55} OSEP Functional Statement, supra note 45.


\textsuperscript{58} For an overview of such policy, see OSEP Legislation and Policy, U.S. Dep’t Educ., https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/osers/osep/policy.html (last modified Aug. 8, 2013).

\textsuperscript{59} See generally Pasachoff, supra note 4.

\textsuperscript{60} Id. at 1465–70.

\textsuperscript{61} Id. at 1473–77.
wealthier children, or to provide additional funds to states taking steps to reduce any disparities in services.62

I continue to think these steps are important and hope to see them incorporated into the next reauthorization of the IDEA. But there is no sign of IDEA reauthorization on the horizon. The question, then, is how advocates for children with disabilities can better use OSEP to further their goals now. I have two sets of recommendations in this regard, one on the monitoring side and the other on the policy side.

First, as to monitoring, advocates should get involved in OSEP's evaluation of their state's compliance with the IDEA.63 Advocates should become familiar with their state's Performance Plan and most recent Annual Performance Reports, which the IDEA requires to be available on the state department of education website.64 Advocates should also review the state's assessment of each school district's compliance with the IDEA, which the IDEA also requires to be publicly available.65 Finally, advocates should also review OSEP's most recent evaluations of each state, which are available on the OSEP website.66

After reviewing this information, advocates can think about what on-the-ground information would provide helpful insight to OSEP. For example, are there repeated problems in a district that the state is insufficiently attentive to? Is the state failing to resolve complaints satisfactorily?67 Advocates can

62 Id. at 1485–87.
63 Cf. Hehir, supra note 10, at 232–33 (recommending that advocates for children with disabilities "[s]eek to influence OSEP's monitoring activities within the state").
64 See 20 U.S.C. § 1416(c)(2)(I) (2012). In Ohio, for example, the documents may be found at Annual Performance Report, OHIO DEPT EDUC., http://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Special-Education/State-Performance-Plan (last modified May 14, 2014).
65 See 20 U.S.C. § 1416(c)(2)(I) (2012). In Ohio, for example, this information can be found at District Level Performance Data, OHIO DEPT EDUC., http://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Special-Education/Resources-for-Parents-and-Teachers-of-Students-wit/District-Level-Performance-Data (last modified Dec. 5, 2013).
67 Filing complaints with the state agency is actually another (albeit indirect) way to get OSEP's attention for monitoring purposes, as one of MSIP's tasks is to "analyze States' resolution of complaints." See Awards, Accounts and Reporting: OSEP, Monitoring and State Improvement Planning Division, U.S. DEPT EDUC., https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oses/osep/msipd.html (last modified July 8, 2004). For more on the state complaint procedure, see 34 C.F.R. §§ 300.151–153 (2013);
memorialize their observations in a letter to OSEP, providing documentation of problems; they can telephone OSEP's contacts for their state; they can request to meet with OSEP officials either during onsite visits in their state or in visits to D.C. After all, OSEP can only make its decisions based on the information it has, and if state officials are the only people OSEP talks to, OSEP's understanding of the state's compliance will reflect that limited view. Information from advocates can help OSEP take a stronger, more accurate stand in demanding compliance. Understanding the advocates' views can also help OSEP provide better, more focused guidance to states in how to achieve compliance.

As to policy, advocates should weigh in whenever possible as OSEP develops rules and guidance documents, in order to ensure that OSEP's decisions on these and other policy issues reflect advocates' views and not only the views of state and local officials. One easy way to know when OSEP is considering a new policy and requesting feedback is to sign up for free alerts from federalregister.gov whenever the Department of Education posts a notice in the Federal Register. After reviewing the notice, advocates can submit a comment directly on the website. Even when OSEP does not


Advocates may contact OSEP as follows: Office of Special Education Programs, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, U.S. Department of Education, 400 Maryland Ave., SW, Washington, D.C. 20202-7100; Telephone: (202) 245-7459. A staff directory listing contact names and phone numbers for OSEP staff members responsible for each state may be found at Offices: OSEP/MSIP State Contacts Part B and Part C, U.S. DEPT EDUC. (Nov. 18, 2013), http://www2.ed.gov/policy/speced/guid/idea/monitor/state-contact-list.html.

A subscription to the Education Department's notices as a whole is available at Education Department, Fed. REG., https://www.federalregister.gov/agencies/education-department (last visited May 21, 2014). To subscribe only to notices relevant to special education, go to federalregister.gov; click on "Search" and then "Advanced Article Search"; in the "Find" field, enter "Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services" with quotation marks; in the "Agency" field, enter "Education Department" with quotation marks; click "Search"; and then select "Subscribe." (OSEP's documents tend to be filed in the Federal Register under OSERS's mantle. Id.)

seek comment in advance, it frequently solicits comments on guidance documents after publication, and it considers these comments when it undertakes future revision. Providing comments on these documents is yet another valuable task.

OSEP’s so-called policy letters provide another avenue for advocates’ engagement with policymaking. Anyone may write a letter to OSEP requesting clarification of a policy or an interpretation of whether a state or district action violates a policy. Four times a year, OSEP must publish in the Federal Register and disseminate elsewhere all of its responses to those letters. Advocates should consider whether clarification of policy would be helpful in their efforts to secure compliance at the state and district level, and if so, should ask OSEP for such clarification. Once OSEP responds, advocates can use the response to further their work with states and districts. To the extent the response is not what advocates hoped for, advocates may either challenge it or may use it to build a record of needed policy changes whenever Congress does move toward reauthorization.

III. THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT’S OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, SECTION 504, AND THE ADA

The second office in the Education Department relevant to advocates for children with disabilities is the Office for Civil Rights (OCR), which is headed by an Assistant Secretary who reports directly to the Secretary of Education. OCR does not oversee the IDEA; that task falls to OSEP. But among the laws that OCR does oversee is Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which forbids discrimination on the basis of disability status by


73 See U.S. DEPT OF EDUC., OCR, HELPING TO ENSURE EQUAL ACCESS TO EDUCATION FY 2009–12 (2012) [hereinafter EQUAL ACCESS], available at http://www2.ed.gov/about/reports/annual/ocr/report-to-president-2009-12.pdf; see also infra Exhibit 1 (Education Department Organizational Chart), Exhibit 4 (OCR Organizational Chart).
any entity receiving federal financial assistance, including public schools. Section 504, while tied to federal funding, does not provide any funds of its own.

OCR also has jurisdiction to enforce Title II of the ADA, which protects against discrimination by state and local governments, including educational institutions, on the basis of disability status. The precise legal relationship between Section 504 and the ADA is in flux. OCR has long maintained that the education-related regulations under the ADA "do not provide greater protection than the applicable Section 504 regulations," and so has largely claimed the mantle of Section 504 for its disability-related work. The Department of Justice, which has near-exclusive authority to issue regulations under the ADA, however, has recently taken the position that the ADA and Section 504 have some distinct characteristics. In its most recent statement on the matter, OCR therefore acknowledged that "[t]o the extent that Title II [of the ADA] provides greater protection than Section 504, covered entities must comply with Title II's substantive requirements," but did not provide any more guidance about what such compliance should look like.

Resolving the contours of this legal issue has little bearing on the main point of this essay—to present a compendium of structural ways that advocates can engage with federal agencies on special education and other

---


75 See Offices: About OCR, supra note 74.


78 See K.M. v. Tustin Unified Sch. Dist., 725 F.3d 1088, 1092, 1099–1100 (9th Cir. 2013); Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Appellant and Urging Remand at 15–29, Tustin Unified Sch. Dist., 725 F.3d 1088 (No. 11-56259).

disability-related matters for schoolchildren—so I need not say more about it here, except to note that it is a substantive development advocates should follow, and may provide a particular topic on which advocates wish to weigh in as OCR and the Department of Justice continue their analysis. I discuss mechanisms for such weighing in on this and other topics below. First, however, I provide an overview of OCR's structure and tasks.

OCR consists of almost 600 staff members, a combination of lawyers, investigators, and administrative personnel,80 most of whom are located outside D.C., working in one of twelve regional enforcement offices.81 Staff members in the regional offices are not assigned to handle a particular statute or category of claims but instead generally coordinate enforcement across the civil rights landscape.82

The bulk of the regional offices' enforcement work is to review and resolve complaints alleging some kind of discrimination. Between Fiscal Years (FY) 2009 and 2012, OCR received almost 29,000 complaints, just over half of which were disability-related.83 The kind of disability-related complaint suitable for OCR's review is different from the kind of complaint that might be brought in a due process hearing.84 As OCR explains:

Except in extraordinary circumstances, OCR does not review the result of individual placement or other educational decisions so long as the school district complies with the procedural requirements of Section 504 relating to identification and location of students with disabilities, evaluation of such students, and due process. Accordingly, OCR generally will not evaluate the content of a Section 504 plan or of an individualized education program (IEP); rather, any disagreement can be resolved through a due process hearing. The hearing would be conducted under Section 504 or the IDEA, whichever is applicable.

OCR will examine procedures by which school districts identify and evaluate students with disabilities and the procedural safeguards which those school districts provide students. OCR will also examine incidents in which students with disabilities are allegedly subjected to treatment which

---

80 See EQUAL ACCESS, supra note 73, at 3.
81 See Offices: About OCR, supra note 74. For a list of the regional office addresses, see Offices: Office Addresses, U.S. DEPT EDUC., https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/addresses.html (last modified June 24, 2013).
83 See EQUAL ACCESS, supra note 73, at 6.
is different from the treatment to which similarly situated students without disabilities are subjected. Such incidents may involve the unwarranted exclusion of disabled students from educational programs and services.85

Between FY 2009 and 2012, OCR resolved over 90% of complaints within 180 days, typically by reaching a resolution agreement with the offending public entity.86 These agreements usually provide individual remedies for the subject of the complaint as well as systemic remedies and ongoing monitoring.87 Where OCR cannot reach a resolution agreement, whether because the school district contests the agency's interpretation of the facts or the law or some other reason entirely,88 OCR may move to withhold federal funds or refer the matter to the Department of Justice for litigation.89 But such an action is exceedingly rare, as its threat, whether implicit or explicit, is usually enough to secure compliance.90

In addition to resolving complaints, OCR's regional offices conduct two different kinds of proactive investigations: compliance reviews, which it defines as "broad-scale, systemwide investigations of issues of strategic significance," and directed investigations, which are "immediate, expedited investigations of urgent and critical civil rights problems" in "fast-moving or exigent circumstances."91 In the period between FY 2009 and 2012, OCR conducted over 100 compliance reviews, of which thirty-four were disability-

86 See EQUAL ACCESS, supra note 73, at 21.
87 See id. at 7; see also Awards, Accounts and Reporting: Recent Resolutions, U.S. DEP’T EDUC., https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/investigations/index.html?exp=6#section504res (last modified March 18, 2014).
88 See Pasachoff, Funding Cut-Off, supra note 23 (manuscript at 23–26) (describing reasons grantees such as schools may refuse to comply with federal requirements).
90 At least this is so in the civil rights context. It is a much harder issue in the context of federal grants, where states can remain out of compliance for years. See generally Pasachoff, Funding Cut-Off, supra note 23.
91 EQUAL ACCESS, supra note 73, at 4.
related; it does not seem to have conducted any directed investigations in the disability context.\textsuperscript{92}

OCR's regional offices also provide technical assistance and outreach to schools and community groups to educate them on compliance issues.\textsuperscript{93} Between FY 2009 and 2012, OCR held many hundreds of technical assistance events related to disability discrimination—221 in FY 2012 alone.\textsuperscript{94}

While the bulk of OCR's work is done in the regional offices, the activities of its headquarters in D.C. are far from irrelevant. Several enforcement directors in D.C. oversee the enforcement work in the regional offices.\textsuperscript{95} In addition, the Program Legal Group in headquarters develops policies, guidance, regulations, and related documents, while a resource management team works on budget, human resources, technology, and customer services matters in headquarters.\textsuperscript{96}

How can advocates for children with disabilities better use OCR's resources to support the advocates' enforcement goals? As with OSEP, getting involved in OCR's policy decisions provides an important opportunity for advocates. OCR's issuance of formal regulations is much rarer than OSEP's; there are fewer moving pieces in civil rights enforcement than in the grant programs, which change significantly during each reauthorization and which intersect with other grant programs (such as Medicaid), so there are fewer formal opportunities for notice-and-comment rulemaking, comments on grant priorities, and so on in OCR than there are in

\textsuperscript{92} Id. at 4, 50–51. Whether 34 disability-related compliance reviews is a lot or a little depends on the baseline. Compared to the 29,000 complaints OCR considered during this four-year time period, see supra note 5 and accompanying text, these numbers are quite small. But compared to the numbers of class action cases in the IDEA context on which courts have ruled in the last few years, the number of disability-related OCR investigations seems much larger. See Weber, supra note 4, at 9 (discussing four IDEA class action decisions between 2006 and 2009), 14–24 (discussing nine IDEA class action decisions between 2011 and 2013).

\textsuperscript{93} EQUAL ACCESS, supra note 73, at 9.

\textsuperscript{94} Id. at 51.

\textsuperscript{95} See OCR Functional Statement, supra note 82.

\textsuperscript{96} See infra Exhibit 4 (OCR Organizational Chart); see also OCR Functional Statement, supra note 82. All of OCR's policy documents may be found online in OCR's Reading Room. Reading Room (eFOIA Index), U.S. DEPT EDUC., http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/publications.html (last modified May 20, 2014).
However, OCR periodically issues important policy documents in the form of Dear Colleague Letters, which set forth the agency's interpretation of schools' compliance obligations as well as best practices.

Advocates who see a gap in OCR's policy guidance as new issues emerge should take the opportunity to help OCR develop this guidance. They may write to the Assistant Secretary, copying the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy, setting forth their views on the matter in question. They may also seek a meeting with OCR staff to discuss their views, perhaps in a coalition of other interested parties. OCR will benefit both from advocates' views on where guidance is needed and on what the guidance should say.

OCR's complaint procedure provides another avenue for advocates to leverage the agency's resources. The complaint process is relatively straightforward. Advocates may fill out a hard-copy complaint form, fill out an online form, or send an email, letter, or fax with the information requested in the form to the relevant regional office or directly to headquarters (which will forward it to the appropriate regional office). The complaint must be filed within 180 days of the last discriminatory act, with a

---

97 See EQUAL ACCESS, supra note 73, at 12 (describing policy documents issued between 2009 and 2012, all in the form of announced guidance, rather than opportunities for public comment).

98 Id. Dear Colleague Letters are all available online at the OCR Reading Room. See supra note 96.

99 OCR's headquarters in D.C. may be contacted as follows: ocr@ed.gov; 400 Maryland Avenue, SW, Washington, D.C. 20202-1100; Customer Service Hotline (800) 421-3481; fax (202) 453-6012; TTY (800) 877-8339. A list of senior staff is available here: http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/contactus2.html.

100 In light of the emerging law on how the ADA regulations govern services schools must provide to children with disabilities, see supra notes 75–79 and accompanying text, advocates could consider this a ripe topic for addressing with OCR. But other topics advocates observe as problematic in their work would be useful as well.


104 A list of addresses and other contact information for the regional offices is available at Office Addresses, U.S. DEPT EDUC., http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/addresses.html (last modified June 24, 2013). For headquarters contact information, see supra note 99.
rare possibility of a waiver.\textsuperscript{105} If a timely complaint alleges matters within OCR's jurisdiction, the matter remains unresolved and not otherwise the subject of a court or other agency proceeding, and the allegations state a viable legal claim, OCR will open the complaint for investigation.\textsuperscript{106} Advocates should then be prepared to participate either in the process of Early Complaint Resolution, by which OCR attempts to facilitate settlement between the parties if both parties consent, or in the process of OCR's investigation.\textsuperscript{107}

OCR's online repository of successful complaint resolution agreements is new and quite small, so there is not much in the way of easily available precedent for advocates to point to,\textsuperscript{108} but advocates should review what is there before filing a complaint. Advocates would also find it helpful to read the most recent report on OCR's disability rights enforcement work for an overview of the kinds of complaints OCR has resolved and the kinds of agreements it has reached.\textsuperscript{109} Advocates might also find it helpful to use these documents as leverage to negotiate with the school district even before filing the OCR complaint. Certainly, the mere filing of an OCR complaint may help to shift the balance of power in a discrimination dispute; a federal investigation is big deal, after all, both as a legal matter and as a public relations matter.\textsuperscript{110}

Advocates should think expansively about the kinds of issues they might raise in complaints on behalf of children with disabilities. Obviously, direct allegations of disability discrimination fall under Section 504 (and the ADA) and are thus relevant.\textsuperscript{111} But many OCR complaints raise issues that

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{105} OCR Case Processing Manual, supra note 89, §§ 106, 107.
\item \textsuperscript{106} Id. §§ 104, 108, 109.
\item \textsuperscript{107} Id. at art. II, art. III.
\item \textsuperscript{108} See Awards, Accounts and Reporting: Recent Resolutions, supra note 87.
\item \textsuperscript{109} ENFORCEMENT HIGHLIGHTS, supra note 85.
\item \textsuperscript{110} Of course, before filing a complaint, advocates should consider whether the situation would be better resolved through less adversarial means—whether, for example, the relationship between the child and school would be irreparably harmed by proceeding with legal action, and whether that harm would be better or worse than the status quo. This consideration is no different from any thoughtful review of potential legal avenues for resolving a dispute, however, and has no particular bite with respect to whether to use the agency or some other mechanism. For more on the complexities of this decision in the context of private enforcement of the IDEA, see, for example, Pasachoff, supra note 4, at 1444–45.
\item \textsuperscript{111} Complaints in this arena may be another way to affect legal development on the intersection of schools' obligations under Section 504 and the ADA, as described above at notes 75–79 and accompanying text. In a recent complaint resolution agreement under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, codified at 20 U.S.C. § 1681–1688
\end{itemize}
implicate multiple civil rights laws or that might affect children with disabilities differently according to their race or gender (discrimination on the basis of which protected category falls under Title VI and Title IX respectively). In seeking to protect all children with disabilities across the spectrum of demographic characteristics, advocates have an opportunity to enlist OCR’s broad civil rights efforts.

One other tool made available by OCR bears mention: the Civil Rights Data Collection (CRDC). The federal government has collected data on various civil rights issues in schools since 1968 and has made the data publicly available on a searchable website since 2010. The recently released CRDC of 2011–2012 contains data from every single school district and every single school throughout the country, with responses to its most expansive set of inquiries yet. It is difficult to overstate the incredible richness of this data or the ease of its manipulation online. With a few clicks, advocates can easily learn much about the experience of students with disabilities (and other civil rights categories) in a school or district with respect to enrollment in different types of classes, disciplinary consequences, reported allegations of harassment or bullying, and much, much more. Advocates can then use these findings to push for change at the school, district, or state level, as well as use them as the basis for an OCR

(2012), for example, OCR recently made clear its interpretation of schools’ obligations to protect the rights of transgender students. See Resolution Agreement Between the Arcadia Unified Sch. Dist., U.S. Dep’t of Educ., and U.S. Dep’t of Justice, OCR Case No. 09-12-1020, DOJ Case Number 169-12C-70 (July 24, 2013), available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/edu/documents/arcadiaagree.pdf; see also The Editorial Board, The Next Civil Rights Frontier, N.Y. TIMES, July 31, 2013 (noting the national importance of the resolution agreement and calling it “required reading for school officials at all levels nationally”).

113 See supra note 111.
116 See Expansive Survey of America’s Public Schools Reveals Troubling Racial Disparities, supra note 114.
118 EQUAL ACCESS, supra note 73, at 17 (citing success stories in using CRDC data to press for policy change in these arenas).
complaint. The CRDC is a valuable public resource offered by OCR and ought to be a fertile source for advocacy efforts.

IV. THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE’S CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION AND THE ADA, SECTION 504, AND THE IDEA

Finally, the Education Department does not have a lock on the federal government's enforcement of laws governing the education of children with disabilities. The Civil Rights Division in the Department of Justice also plays an important, although quite different, role. A program office under the oversight of the Associate Attorney General,119 the Division's overall mission is to enforce federal statutes prohibiting discrimination across many lines of protected categories and many kinds of entities, including but not limited to public schools.120 Unlike OCR and OSEP, it does much of its work either in federal court or in the shadow of federal court involvement.121

The Civil Rights Division has around 780 staff members, mostly lawyers, working entirely in Washington, D.C.122 There are no regional offices, although the Division frequently coordinates its work with U.S. attorneys' offices throughout the country.123 The Division contains ten litigating units (as well as separate units devoted to management, policy, and human resources matters).124 Three of the litigating units have relevance to the work of school-related disability rights issues: the Disability Rights Section, the Educational Opportunities Section, and the Appellate Section.

The Disability Rights Section and the Educational Opportunities Section have overlapping jurisdiction and interests in matters that affect the education of children with disabilities. Broadly speaking, these Sections engage in three main types of activities relevant to protecting the rights of children with disabilities. First, the Sections process and investigate

119 See infra Exhibit 5 (Dep't of Justice Organizational Chart).
121 Id. at 9–18; see also LANDSBERG, supra note 22, at 5 (emphasizing importance of Division's litigating role).
123 See, e.g., ACCOMPLISHMENTS, supra note 120, at 83–84; see also LANDSBERG, supra note 22, at 106–07 (describing varied history of such coordination).
124 See infra Exhibit 6 (Civil Rights Div. Organizational Chart).
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complaints filed by private parties alleging discrimination on the basis of disability under either Title II (applicable to state and local governments) or III (applicable to private entities) of the ADA or under Section 504. In the period around the 2010–2011 school year, for example, the Equal Opportunities Section opened twelve investigations into discrimination against students with disabilities. These investigations are initiated by either Section in contemplation of litigation on behalf of the United States, should the school district, state, or private educational corporation not agree to resolve the matter earlier.

Second, the Sections may participate in ongoing lawsuits brought by private parties under the ADA, Section 504, or the IDEA, whether by filing a statement of interest setting forth the views of the United States on the matter in question or an amicus brief, or by seeking to take part in the case more directly as an intervenor-plaintiff.

Third, the Sections engage in policy work. As noted above, for example, the Disability Rights Section drafts regulations under the ADA. The Sections also issue various guidance documents on matters affecting students


126 See BUDGET SUBMISSION, supra note 122, at 26.


129 See, e.g., BUDGET SUBMISSION, supra note 122, at 26.


with disabilities, sometimes jointly with the Office for Civil Rights in the Department of Education.\footnote{132 See, e.g., Dear Colleague Letter from Jocelyn Samuels, Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney Gen., Civil Rights Div., U.S. Dep't of Justice, et al. (June 12, 2013), available at http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/letters/colleague-201306-504-title-vi.pdf (governing the participation of students with hepatitis B in medical, dental, nursing, and other health-related programs under institutions' obligations under the ADA, Section 504, and Title VI).}

For its part, the Appellate Section is responsible for the entire Civil Rights Division's appellate work.\footnote{133 BUDGET SUBMISSION, supra note 122, at 8.} In this regard, it handles two kinds of disability-related education cases. It handles all appeals stemming from trial-level work in the Disability Rights Section and Educational Opportunities Section.\footnote{134 Id. at 9.} But it also files amicus briefs (or otherwise seeks to intervene) in appeals filed by private parties that involve significant statutory or constitutional issues related to civil rights statutes on which the United States seeks to take a position.\footnote{135 Id. at 9.} In Fiscal Year 2011, the Appellate Section filed eighty-one briefs or other substantive papers in court, its highest number of filings in the last six fiscal years, although a much smaller number of these were in disability-related cases.\footnote{136 BUDGET SUBMISSION, supra note 122, at 21; see also Appellate Briefs and Opinions, Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, U.S. DEPT JUST., http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/app/briefs_dised.php (last visited May 21, 2014) (Appellate Division briefs on the IDEA); Appellate Briefs and Opinions, Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, U.S. DEPT JUST., http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/app/briefs_disright.php (last visited May 21, 2014) (Appellate Division briefs on the ADA and Section 504).}

How can advocates engage with these Sections to further their work on behalf of children with disabilities? They may engage on two levels: in policy development and in individual cases.

As to policy development, similar opportunities to those discussed above for OSEP and OCR exist with respect to commenting on proposed regulations and participating in the formulation of guidance.\footnote{137 See supra notes 69–72, 97–100 and accompanying text.} A subscription to the Civil Rights Division's notices in the Federal Register would again be useful.\footnote{138 See supra note 69 and accompanying text. A subscription to the Department of Justice's notices as a whole is available at Justice Department, FED. REG., https://www.federalregister.gov/agencies/justice-department (last visited May 21, 2014). To subscribe only to the Civil Rights Division's notices, go to federalregister.gov; click}
As to individual cases, one way to attempt to leverage the resources of the Civil Rights Division in an individual case is to file a complaint alleging discrimination on the basis of disability with the Disability Rights Section,\textsuperscript{139} the Educational Opportunities Section,\textsuperscript{140} or both. The Sections provide little guidance on when to file a complaint with one or the other, but as they frequently coordinate their school-related disability matters, advocates should not feel that the decision to file a complaint with one Section and not the other will be outcome-determinative.

A harder question is when to file a complaint with the Civil Rights Division and when to file a complaint with the Department of Education's OCR, because the Civil Rights Division and OCR have overlapping jurisdiction on almost all matters. There is one key jurisdictional difference: OCR generally requires complaints to be filed within 180 days of the alleged on "Search" and then "Advanced Article Search"; in the "Find" field, enter "Civil Rights Division" with quotation marks; in the "Agency" field, enter "Department of Justice" with quotation marks; click "Search"; and then select "Subscribe."

\textsuperscript{139} The Disability Rights Section has a complaint form (at http://www.ada.gov/t2cmpfrm.htm) and also accepts complaints that do not use the form, as long as the complaints provide the same information (including the complainant's contact information, contact information for the alleged discriminator, a description of the acts of discrimination, and other information to help support the complaint). U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, TITLE II OF THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT SECTION 504 OF THE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973 DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINT FORM, available at http://www.ada.gov/t2cmpfrm.htm. There is no time limit on filing a complaint. \textit{See How to File an ADA Complaint with the U.S. Department of Justice, U.S. DEP'T JUST.,} http://www.ada.gov/fact_on_complaint.htm (last visited May 21, 2014). The Disability Rights Section may be reached as follows: ADA.complaint@usdoj.gov; U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Disability Rights Section – 1425 NYAV, Washington, D.C. 20530; main section telephone 202-307-0663 (voice and TTY); ADA Information Line: 800-514-0301 (voice) or 800-514-0383 (TTY); Fax: (202) 307-1197.

\textsuperscript{140} The Educational Opportunities Section has no complaint form, and it has no time limit on filing. Advocates may submit a complaint by email, telephone, fax, or letter, including contact information for the complainant, a description of the allegations in as much detail as possible, and any other information that might support the allegations, including any relevant documents. \textit{See Information about filing a complaint with the U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division and the U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights, U.S. DEP'T JUST.,} http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/edu/documents/filecomp.pdf (last visited May 21, 2014) [hereinafter \textit{Filing Information}]. The Educational Opportunities Section may be reached as follows: education@usdoj.gov; U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Educational Opportunities Section, PHB, Washington, D.C. 20530; telephone (202) 514-4092 or 1-877-292-3804 (toll-free); fax (202) 514-8337.
discrimination, while the Civil Rights Division has no time requirement.\footnote{See Filing Information, supra note 140, at 3, 7.} There is also one clear-cut substantive distinction: allegations against private elementary and secondary schools or other private educational organizations that do not receive federal funds and thus are not subject to OCR's jurisdiction under Section 504 (but are nonetheless covered by Title III of the ADA) should be presented to the Civil Rights Division, not OCR.\footnote{See id. at 9.} Other than that, the decision about where to file largely turns on whether "the complaint raises an issue of general public importance," which is the main criterion for the Civil Rights Division's interest.\footnote{See id. at 4; see also How to File an ADA Complaint, supra note 139; see also LANDSBERG, supra note 22, at 5 (describing the Civil Rights Division's focus on "cases of public importance, leaving to private litigation and administrative enforcement individual complaints that do not raise important legal or policy issues").} In contrast, OCR investigates every complaint over which it has jurisdiction.\footnote{See Filing Information, supra note 140, at 8.}

Because the Civil Rights Division will alert the complainant of its decision not to investigate a complaint and may refer the complaint to OCR\footnote{See id. at 4; see also How to File an ADA Complaint, supra note 139.} (where the complaint will be considered timely if the complaint was originally filed with the Civil Rights Division within OCR's 180-day requirement\footnote{See OCR Case Processing Manual, supra note 89, at §§ 106, 107.}), initiating a complaint in the Civil Rights Division would not be a consequential mistake in the mine run of cases, although the mine run of cases are more likely to receive a substantive outcome through OCR's process than through that of the Civil Rights Division. Relatedly, particularly groundbreaking complaints originally filed with OCR may end up being shared with the Civil Rights Division,\footnote{See, e.g., Complaint filed by Asaf Orr, Student v. Arcadia Unified Sch. Dist., Oct. 10, 2011, available at http://www.ncrlrights.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Arcadia_Redacted_OCR_Complaint_07.24.2013.pdf; see supra note 111 for discussion of case's importance and joint resolution between OCR and the Civil Rights Division.} so little may be lost by filing originally with OCR.

Beyond filing complaints, an alternative way advocates may seek involvement of the Disability Rights Section and Educational Opportunities Section is by requesting their participation in an already ongoing case in a trial court. This alternative would permit the private attorney to retain control over the matter (as opposed to the consequences of filing a complaint, after which the Sections would proceed in the name of the United States).\footnote{See Filing Information, supra note 140, at 4.}
Sections do not formally indicate their selection criteria for those cases in which they get involved, but again, the criterion of "general public importance" remains applicable. A review of recent cases suggests that cases related to the constitutionality of civil rights laws, cases that address contested issues of statutory interpretation or other matters of doctrinal uncertainty, and cases that might set an important example nationwide are of particular interest.

Advocates may seek the involvement of the Appellate Section once a case has been decided at the trial level in order to request its participation as an amicus. As the Section explains on its website, it "welcomes and encourages" such requests, but not every case is a candidate; "[t]ypically, a serious candidate for amicus curiae participation will present one or more important legal questions involving the interpretation or application of a statute that the Civil Rights Division enforces." It is important to give the Appellate Section a long time to make the decision whether to participate as amicus. When making its decision, the Appellate Section must coordinate with other offices (in the context of disability-related education cases, not only with the Disability Rights and Educational Opportunities Sections but also potentially with OSEP and OCR, and the Solicitor General's Office as well), which can take time. Moreover, unless the court grants an extension, an amicus brief is typically due within seven days of the requesting advocate's brief. The Appellate Section therefore asks that requests to participate be made no later than forty-five days from the time the requesting advocate's brief would be due. To request amicus participation even before filing the notice of appeal would not be too soon.

149 See supra note 143 and accompanying text.
150 See Educational Opportunities Cases, U.S. Dep't Just., http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/edu/documents/classlist.php#disab (last visited May 21, 2014); ADA Enforcement, U.S. Dep't Just., http://www.ada.gov/enforce_current.htm (last visited May 21, 2014); see also Landsberg, supra note 22, at 121–25 (describing the process of "selecting appropriate cases").
152 See Amicus Curiae Program, supra note 151.
154 Amicus Curiae Program, supra note 151.
V. CONCLUSION

From the systemic to the individual, from policy to administrative investigations to litigation, federal agencies offer a number of avenues that advocates for children with disabilities can usefully pursue. Increased efforts to use these avenues can have a number of related benefits. First, of course, advocates may actually achieve the specific change they desire in the first place—resolving an individual complaint, making a particular policy change, improving the administration of the IDEA in their state. Beyond that obvious point, however, lie two broader potential benefits.

In OSEP, increased involvement of advocates for children with disabilities would help ensure that their voices are heard directly, rather than being filtered through the voices of the school systems and state agencies. School systems and state agencies are full of professionals committed to the success of their students with disabilities, to be sure. But their interests and positions sometimes differ from the interests and positions of advocates for these students, who have no affiliation with the schools and agencies.

156 Participation in policy decisions is important in OCR and the Civil Rights Division, too, but those offices have enforcement mindsets, so they are in different position from OSEP's grant implementers, who often see their primary job as working with state and local school systems. See Pasachoff, Funding Cut-Off, supra note 23 (manuscript at 48–49) (describing potential for different mindsets in grant-making offices than in enforcement offices). Still, research suggests that early participation in policymaking decisions—while the policies are still in the process of initial articulation—can be especially effective. See generally Keith Naughton et al., Understanding Commenter Influence During Agency Rule Development, 28 J. POL'Y ANALYSIS & MGMT. 258 (2009). This research underscores the importance of advocates weighing in as these enforcement offices are considering the promulgation of guidance documents.

157 The comments submitted in response to a recent Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 78 Fed. Reg. 57324 (Sept. 18, 2013), illustrate this point. My review of the 306 comments submitted to OSEP for consideration suggests that approximately 75% of the comments were from school administrators and their professional organizations and generally opposed the proposed rule, while approximately 20% of the comments were from advocates for children with disabilities and were generally in support of the proposed rule. There was not sufficient identifying information in the remaining comments for me to identify their source. See Comments on Federal Register Document #2013-28667, REGULATIONS.GOV, http://www.regulations.gov/#docketBrowser;det=PS; rpp=100;so=DESC;sb=docId;po=0;D=ED-2012-OSERS-0020 (last visited May 21, 2014); see also ITKONEN, supra note 11, at 87–119 (describing different ways disability advocates and educator/government associations frame special education issues before Congress).
Research on the rulemaking process suggests that participation matters—indeed, that the mere volume of participation by industry as compared to public interest groups has an effect on the stringency (or lack thereof) of regulation. While claims of industry capture are frequently overstated, it is generally accepted that an agency that has a vibrant set of competing voices is less likely to consistently err in favor of deference to the industry it is regulating. Ongoing participation by advocates for children with disabilities in OSEP's policy work may thus help shape the instincts of policymaking officials more generally to consider the perspective of children with disabilities as a matter of course.

Beyond that point, increased involvement of advocates for children with disabilities in OCR and the Civil Rights Division may help lay the groundwork for an increased enforcement budget. If more complaints are filed, or more meritorious cases are presented for agency involvement, the agencies may over time be able to make a stronger appropriations case that more staff are needed. Increased staff would make civil rights enforcement (and therefore deterrence) stronger overall.

To be sure, agency officials' receptivity to advocates' efforts to engage with them may vary by administration as presidential priorities shift. Still, the current administration seems quite receptive to efforts to engage federal

---


160 See, e.g., Daniel Carpenter & David A. Moss, Introduction to Preventing Regulatory Capture: Special Interest Influence and How to Limit It 1–22 (Daniel Carpenter & David A. Moss eds., 2014).

161 I discuss this phenomenon and the value of competing interests within OSEP in Pasachoff, supra note 4, at 1463 & n. 255.

162 See generally Budget Submission, supra note 122 (justifying budget request by discussing workload); see also Landsberg, supra note 22, at 102–03 (discussing Civil Rights Division's internal budget allocation as reflecting priorities); Rabkin, supra note 20, at 338 (noting that OCR staff tripled between 1970 and 1977 as budget grew by six times); but see Mintz, supra note 20, at 194–95 (discussing perpetual underfunding of EPA's enforcement efforts).

163 See, e.g., Landsberg, supra note 22, at 102, 157–58 (describing possibilities for changed priorities in the Civil Rights Division under different presidential administrations); Vladeck, supra note 5, at 282–83 (describing Solicitor General's shift in views of pending IDEA case raising federalism concerns as administrations changed).
agencies in action,\textsuperscript{164} and the possibility of a future in which agency officials are less receptive than they are now does not mean that efforts to engage the agencies now are without value.\textsuperscript{165} Moreover, when considering how to evaluate the potential for federal agencies to complement ongoing efforts in private enforcement of special education law, it is important to remember that private enforcement also has its limitations, both doctrinally\textsuperscript{166} and structurally.\textsuperscript{167} In any event, special education is an unusual social policy issue that typically garners support both from the left and the right, making it less subject to large variance across administrations.\textsuperscript{168}

Congress surely has work to do in reforming various aspects of the special education system and the laws protecting the rights of children with disabilities more generally. But in the meantime, advocates should take an expansive view of the enforcement system and seek to leverage what the federal agencies have to offer.

\begin{footnotes}
\item[164] See supra note 15 and accompanying text.
\item[165] See, e.g., Pasachoff, \textit{Funding Cut-Off}, supra note 23 (manuscript at 52).
\item[166] See supra notes 6–7 and accompanying text.
\item[167] See, e.g., Pasachoff, supra note 4, at 1435–50, 1488 (identifying features of the IDEA's design that lead to enforcement disparities in favor of families with more financial resources); Pasachoff, \textit{Funding Cut-Off}, supra note 23 (manuscript at 52) (discussing geographical variation in the distribution of attorneys, lack of information about violations, and reluctance to seek redress against violators as potential limitations of private enforcement more generally).
\item[168] See, e.g., R. SHEP MELNICK, \textit{BETWEEN THE LINES: INTERPRETING WELFARE RIGHTS} 150 (1994) (disabilities "fall upon rich and poor, black and white, and residents of inner cities, suburbs, and farm districts—even members of Congress and their families," and thus special education is an issue in which "normal political cleavages [are] nearly irrelevant"); Pasachoff, supra note 4, at 1482–83 (discussing bipartisan interest in special education funding).
\end{footnotes}
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EXHIBIT 1—ORGANIZATIONAL CHART FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (ED)

EXHIBIT 2—ORGANIZATIONAL CHART FOR THE OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES (OSERS)

EXHIBIT 3—ORGANIZATIONAL CHART FOR THE OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS (OSEP)

EXHIBIT 4—ORGANIZATIONAL CHART FOR THE OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS (OCR)
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EXHIBIT 5—ORGANIZATIONAL CHART FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (DOJ)

Exhibit 6—Organizational Chart for the Civil Rights Division

Source: Budget Submission, supra note 122, Ex. A.